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ABSTRACT

RegulonDB is the internationally recognized refer-
ence database of Escherichia coli K-12 offering
curated knowledge of the regulatory network and
operon organization. It is currently the largest
electronically-encoded database of the regulatory
network of any free-living organism. We present
here the recently launched RegulonDB version 5.0
radically different in content, interface design and
capabilities. Continuouscuration oforiginal scientific
literature provides the evidence behind every single
object and feature. This knowledge is complemented
with comprehensive computational predictions
across the complete genome. Literature-based and
predicted data are clearly distinguished in the data-
base. Starting with this version, RegulonDB public
releases are synchronized with those of EcoCyc
sinceourcurationsupportsboth databases.Thecom-
plex biology of regulation is simplified in a navigation
scheme based on three major streams: genes,
operons and regulons. Regulatory knowledge is
directly available in every navigation step. Displays
combine graphic and textual information and
are organized allowing different levels of detail and
biological context. This knowledge is the backbone of
an integrated system for the graphic display of
the network, graphic and tabular microarray compar-
isons with curated and predicted objects, as well as
predictions across bacterial genomes, and predicted

networks of functionally related gene products.
AccessRegulonDBathttp://regulondb.ccg.unam.mx.

INTRODUCTION

Escherichia coli K-12 is the, simplest, best known and natural
biological model where novel ways of understanding and new
modeling strategies can be tested. It is through E.coli that we
will know how far systems biology will take us. With these
aims in mind, a group of scientists have conformed the Inter-
national E.coli Alliance, where the efforts of our group find
their context (1). RegulonDB is the reference database of
E.coli curated knowledge of genetic regulation and operon
organization. The curation team in our laboratory feeds
both RegulonDB and EcoCyc, providing two computational
environments for the same biological content. This is impor-
tant for users to know, and in fact, as detailed later, we have
unified the content and releases of the two databases to avoid
potential confusion by the users.

The amount of experimentally validated knowledge of the
E.coli regulatory network is the largest currently available for
any organism. To represent this knowledge in a computable
and easy to use electronic database several levels are involved
of modelling the complex biology of gene regulation and
function. These levels include the database design which
imposes a much more precise definition of biological concepts
than what is frequently used by the biological community,
graphic designs of both chromosomal and network images
as well as navigation pathway design. RegulonDB represents
a frontier in gene regulation design in the bioinformatics of
bacterial genomics.
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The current version 5.0 has both new biological content and
major navigation changes that makes this a much better ver-
sion than the previous one. In this paper we describe the
improvements and changes in regard to the previous version.
First, we describe the computational aspects of improvements
to the interfaces, then we show the new or expanded compu-
tational tools to visualize, analyse and compare the available
knowledge, and finally, we finish with a summary of the major
expansions of the biological content in RegulonDB. This
includes a table with mechanisms of gene regulation beyond
transcription initiation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

On curation

We start by gathering abstracts from PubMed database using a
set of pertinent keywords. These abstracts are read and
selected to obtain the complete articles in order to read
them. The data extracted are added to both RegulonDB and
EcoCyc, through capture forms. The quality of the data is
monitored automatically through inconsistency reports. Cura-
tion in our team is coordinated with colleagues in EcoCyc so
that literature on gene regulation as well as observations from
users of both databases pertintent to gene regulation are unified
and curated by our team. The team of curators follows a unified
set of criteria or guidelines that are expanded as experience
accumulates.

Database and interfaces

RegulonDB is a relational database implemented in Oracle
DBMS. Interfaces are written in Java, using the Java 2D
API. The software was developed with Java 2 Platform,
Enterprise Edition (J2EE) architecture. J2EE defines the
standard for developing component-based multitier enterprise
applications.

RESULTS

Interfaces

RegulonDB version 4.0 had seven search forms corresponding
to genes, promoters, transcription units (TUs), transcriptional
regulators, regulons, effectors and growth conditions. This
highly structured search generated interfaces with precise
but limited content, thus involving substantial navigation
efforts. In this new version 5.0, a radically different, much
more simplified navigation structure has been implemented
based on three main object streams: genes, operons and regu-
lons, and a fourth to be re-implemented for conditions. These
three navigation paths offer the user a rich and structured
information always containing data on gene regulation. The
site map shows the different available interfaces and links
departing from them. Some common navigation features are
the following. Pages frequently have graphic and textual
information. Field descriptors of specific objects are described
only when they have content. Text and tables can be exported
in XML format, and images in jpg format. The main menu
shows the first and second navigation options in each branch of
alternative navigation, thus facilitating decisions to the user.
This main menu is accessible from any page in RegulonDB.

Pages have stable URLs enabling them to be referenced.
Finally, graphic tools and interfaces are much faster than
our previous version.

Gene navigation stream. This path enables visualization of
detailed knowledge of genes, their products and their associ-
ated direct features such as the Shine Dalgarno sequence,
strand and map position, gene sequence access; as well as
the molecular weight, functional classification and access to
the protein sequence. This page also displays information
about the operon a given gene belongs to, and if known,
the transcription factors that regulate the gene. The graphic
display shows the genomic context of the queried gene (i.e. its
operon and other neighboring genes), with the all objects
located within the region, including promoters, binding sites
and terminators. This may well include sites with no regula-
tory effect on the queried gene.

Operon navigation stream. An operon is defined as a group of
two or more genes transcribed as a polycistronic unit. For
database modeling reasons, we also accept monocistronic
operons. Complex operons contain multiple promoters,
some of which may transcribe a fraction of the genes, defining
different transcription units. Operons are displayed on the top
of the page, with all the regulatory elements affecting the
different expression alternatives, more precisely, the different
transcription units of the operon. The complete set of known
transcription units are displayed below the operon, with
detailed regulatory information of the corresponding promot-
ers, terminators if known, and the regulatory sites and corre-
sponding transcription binding factors.

Regulon navigation. To understand the organization of this
form, we must first recall the biological definition of a regulon
and the extended definition we use here. Regulons were
defined for the first time for the arginine biosynthetic system
regulated by ArgR, as a set of genes subject to the regulation of
one and only one regulator (2). This is what we call a simple
regulon. Following the same principle, complex regulons are
defined as a group of genes subject to regulation by several and
exactly the same regulators. For instance, global regulators
participate in many different complex regulons, and some
regulators, like AraC and NarL, have no known simple regu-
lon, they always co-regulate genes. When searching with a
regulator, the user will get the list of all simple and complex
regulons where that regulator participates, in other words, its
co-regulators. These co-regulators are links that bring the user
to the whole set of regulons where they participate. The beauty
of this regulon table is that it enables a higher level navigation
of the network, since the user can go from, for instance, the
regulons where FNR participates to those where GlpR partici-
pates. From there, a specific regulon can be selected bringing
the user to tables of the regulators defining the complex regu-
lon, containing the list of their co-regulators. Additionally, a
larger table shows the set of sites, promoters and regulator
function (activator, repressor or dual). Sites are displayed by
groups of strictly co-regulated genes, for instance when look-
ing at the (ArcA, NarL) complex regulon, sites are separated
for ArcA being activator and ArcA being repressor, in both
groups NarL is a repressor. Similarly, the (AraC, CRP)
complex regulon can be decomposed in three strict groups:
AraC dual, CRP activator; AraC activator, CRP activator and
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AraC activator, CRP dual. The whole description of these
simple and complex regulons can be accessed in RegulonDB.

Navigation of growth conditions. Since our previous version,
RegulonDB contains what we called non-mechanistic
information derived from gene expression experiments
under certain growth conditions. These putative interactions
are mostly based on experiments with knock-outs of regulatory
genes. Interactions are defined although no precise site and
mechanisms are yet described. At present this data can be
accessed from the ‘downloads’ option in the main page.
We are working to generate specific search and navigation
of growth conditions and gene expression changes.

Tools and additional interfaces

RegulonDB is a knowledge database integrated in an
environment of computational tools that facilitate the use
and analysis of its content. Tools existing since our previous
publication include GetTools (http://www.ccg.unam.mx/
Computational_Genomics/GETools/) to facilitate the com-
parison with microarray experiments and links to the Regu-
latory Sequence Analysis (http://embnet.cifn.unam.mx/rsa-
tools/). New or expanded versions include the genome brow-
ser, a new network graphic display or Network Tool, as well as
links to Nebulon, a tool to predict groups of functionally
related genes.

Genome browser. The previous version of our browser has
been improved. When querying with a gene, the genome brow-
ser will point to the circular chromosome showing the position
of the query gene. When the input is a group of genes—a TU or
an operon—they all appear in their chromosomal position.
Genes are colored based on their functional classes. A subse-
quent level of detail shows a linear display with genes and
TUs, showing promoters and binding sites. The genome brow-
ser can be accessed from the gene form.

Network display tool. When placed in a query gene coding for
a regulatory protein, the network tool displays the sub-network
formed by the query gene and its immediate neighbors in the
regulatory network. Genes are colored based on whether they
are regulators (green) or regulated genes (yellow) and further-
more can be distinguished as global regulators (blue). The
definition of global regulators is obtained from (3). The
directed arcs of the graph indicate regulatory interactions
with green for activation, red for repression, blue for dual
effect and black for unknown. This display can be reached
starting from any of the three major navigation objects: genes,
operons and regulons. We plan to enrich this tool by adding
options that allow second-order neighbors.

Nebulon-tool. Nebulon is a recently published computational
strategy that generates sets of genes predicted to be function-
ally related (4). The computational strategy relies on the co-
occurrence of genes within operons in the whole bacterial
kingdom, based on an initial method of operon prediction
in E.coli (5). This tool is accessed from the gene interface.

Curation of the biology of gene regulation

Our group has been curating regulation of transcription ini-
tiation and operon organization for several years (6–10). This
effort feeds two databases, RegulonDB and EcoCyc (11).

Because of the lack of synchronization in public releases,
the multiple public versions had differences that could confuse
different users, as shown in (12). We have identified all these
differences, and have as well curated additional interactions
published in (12,13) generating a unified description of the
regulatory network. Files to directly re-construct the network
as protein interactions (where heterodimer regulators like IHF
are also a single node) can be directly accessed from the main
menu option of ‘downloads’.

Duplicated sites in divergent regulatory regions were
eliminated. RegulonDB version 5.0 is equivalent to EcoCyc
version 9.1, and from now on, public releases will be strictly
synchronized so that a single version of the network will be
available. The annotations of this version are based on the
latest update of the E.coli K-12 genome sequence entry
U00096.2 from the Blattner laboratory. The coordinates of
genes, transcription start sites, promoters, binding sites and
terminators used here derive from work performed by
NCBI and by the EcoCyc team since version 8.6. The
names of transcriptional regulators have been modified
describing whether they act as repressors, activators or have
a dual effect. The current total number of annotated and pre-
dicted objects can be accessed from the main menu at ‘About
Regulon’.

Regulation beyond transcription initiation. This year we have
expanded our curation efforts to gather mechanisms of gene
regulation beyond transcription initiation. Encoding them
within the database will require an important expansion in
the design of the database. Therefore, we are currently
making them available in a table within the Downloads option
of the main menu. The variety of mechanisms are grouped into
types depending on the interacting molecules as protein–
protein, protein–RNA, RNA–RNA or protein–metabolite
interactions.

Computational predicted objects. Computational predictions
of promoters, regulatory sites and operons are derived from
methods implemented in our laboratory and are updated as
new versions of such programs are generated (5,14,15). They
are, as we have done since years, clearly distinguished as
computational predictions different from other types of
evidences.

Uses of RegulonDB. As mentioned in the abstract, the
regulatory network of E.coli K-12 is currently the largest
and most detailed regulatory network of any living organism
electronically-encoded in a database. Of course many other
organisms have much larger and complex regulatory net-
works, but the amount of interactions with experimental sup-
port is still limited. Therefore, it is no surprise to see
RegulonDB knowledge playing an essential role in the gen-
eration of novel concepts, perspectives and methods in
bioinformatics, genomics and systems biology. Some
examples among a large set of cases include the notion of
topological network motifs (13); novel or expanded compu-
tational methods of promoters; operons (16–18); microarray
analyses (19,20); and chIP–chip experiments (21); formal
models of transcriptional processes (22); metabolic and
regulatory network reconstruction (23); and experimental
studies (24,25).
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DISCUSSION

Databases in molecular biology have become an essential tool
like Rosetta stones to decipher different aspects of the biology
from genomic sequences. They are also increasingly useful for
younger students to learn from electronic publications. The
changes implemented in RegulonDB version 5.0 have strongly
modified the interfaces with graphic and text information and
simplified the major navigation alternatives enriching the
amount of knowledge and information each page contains.
Particularly attractive is a new navigation capability within
the topology of the network across regulators working together
and their associated complex regulons.

In terms of content, we are aware that much more remains to
be added, with other mechanisms beyond transcriptional regu-
lation and up to date literature. Initial steps in that direction
have been taken by curating other mechanisms of genetic
regulation beyond transcription initiation. Their integration
in the database will require a good investment in design expan-
sion in the future. Currently, these additional mechanisms are
available in a table.

Research on the biology of regulatory network may well
generate new entities with novel definitions (like that of com-
plex regulons), or novel classifications which will require
expanding or increasing the database content and/or graphic
display capabilities. For instance, we have classified transcrip-
tional regulators based on their allosteric (generalized) inter-
actions and the origin of such signal-metabolite as either of
external origin if internalized, internal origin if synthetized or
both. In a similar way, as our understanding of the network
expands, the database will acquire new knowledge and reflect
it in the modeling of gene regulation.
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